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• As new councilperson, Julia was asked for the livable community to take over the July 

22 summer picnic. Julia did not commit us to this (thank you, Julia), this is an automated 
event that the clerk treasurer can manage. However, we could keep this in the “strategic 
planning and review” that we might do, taking a broad look at all of the town events that 
we do, and asking what could be reimagined.  

• 4th of July, Livable Community could “take this over” in terms of planning and prep. 
• Council has agreed to include budget for Founder’s Day  
• Council has agreed to include budget for showing movies on a 1/4ly basis. For movies, 

we should look at options of hard-to-find flicks (e.g., gkids.com as a resource). One 
piece of feedback was to make sure parents know it’s not a drop off event. 

o Kids movie, next one 5:00pm Thursday June 20. Song of the Sea is next title. 
o Though need to make sure town hall is available.  

▪ Song of the Sea: “This is a masterpiece animation made by the Irish studio 
Cartoon Saloon based in Kilkenny. The story and characters are drawn from 
irish mythology and focuses on the theme of emotions and family.” 

▪ Bring $5 for pizza. We provide baby carrots. Adults BYOB. 

• What about doing a movie screening for adults? That could be a fun, popular attractor. 
Kelly Cole could be approached for picking a movie and giving a mini-lecture at the 
beginning. This could blend the movie and chautauqua idea that we have talked about.  

o Julia will reach out to Kelly. Sunday evening, 6pm? September/Fall. 
• MiniHaHa Creek clean up. Scheduling, could be as early as the fall, but to avoid poison 

ivy, may want to shoot for early spring.  
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o Dan has been in coordination with the Minihaha folks.  
• MLK day volunteer assembly in the town hall. Coordinate with a homeless shelter or an 

other group that would be willing to partner with us on this. Have a Glen Echo sign up for 
this. Girl Scouts have done this with the Children’s & Family Center in Bethesda.  

o Julia willing to coordinate on this.  
• Mana (or other) food bank or homeless shelter to volunteer. 

o Pete to follow up.  
• Town should apply to qualify as an SSL point for teens to get hours volunteering.  

 


